New Snoezelen® Products from Rompa®

Remember to pick up your latest catalogue, we sent earlier this year. It’s full of more great products. Don’t have one? Misplaced it? It’s easy to order one (see back).
Rompa® is pleased to announce another step forward in the advancement of Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory technology. After investment in our New Product Development team, alongside years of design experience we are excited to bring our new range of products to the market.

By taking advantage of developments in manufacturing and technology, we took the decision to redesign and improve our interactive wall panels, so that we can offer you a range of revolutionary new products.

Within this brochure you will find:

**New Interactive Deluxe Panels:**
- Colour Command Centre™
- Multifinity Explorer™
- Fireworks Extravaganza™
- Double Bubble Bonanza™
- Colour Catch Combo™
- Hip Hop Activity Box™
- Sound to Sight Showtime™

Snoezelen® SenStation™
Snoezelen® for Older Adults
Other Exciting Innovations

BUY NOW!
Introductory prices - cannot be guaranteed to be held!
Our New Deluxe Range of Panels

One of our most popular ranges – redefined!

For a business to remain at the forefront of its market it must be agile and innovative. Behind the scenes Rompa® has invested heavily in its New Product Development department and we are proud to present our latest innovations.

Our range of interactive panels have delighted and helped people for over 20 years. We saw the opportunity to develop the range to ensure that they will continue to help long into the future.

PANEL FEATURES

✓ Super Large Display
✓ Multi-sensory - Visual, Audible and Tactile
✓ Available in Four Colours White, Cream, Blue & Black
✓ Compatible with ROMPA® Wireless Controllers
✓ Appealing to All Ages & Abilities
✓ Lighter in Weight & Robust
✓ Statistics Display (to help monitor user progress)
✓ LCD Touch Screen Control
✓ Adjustable Brightness
✓ SD Card Reader (for your own music)
✓ Wall-mounted or use on the Porter

Find out more online: www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels

Turn over to discover more about each panel
Discover a spectrum of colour, patterns, light and sounds on the large Colour Command Centre™.

Control the colour & brightness of the Rompa® Multi-Sensory environment. Use the large buttons to select a base colour and add or subtract hues of red, green or blue to create new colours. Plug in a microphone for a sound to light effect to encourage vocalisation.

Learn about colour in an interactive way - With large accessible buttons and an environment that changes with your input* the Colour Command Centre™ is the perfect way to teach about colour.

Learn to play together - The large screen area and number of buttons make the Colour Command Centre™ a great opportunity to work or play with other people.

Different effects to help you to relax - Includes colours fading in and out gently and lights looping around the display area.

Unique Controller - Unique by the fact it is both a Wireless Controller and a wirelessly controlled product. *Rompa interactive products only.
Discover visually stunning effects and explore 8 shapes, 11 colours, 6 patterns and 3 speeds.

Passive - Sit back and relax whilst watching these mesmerising light shows as patterns change every minute with or without music. An effective way to calm or distract people from anxious situations.

Interactive - Control the colour, shape, speed and pattern of the panel using the illuminated push buttons.

Music - Control the panel using the illuminated push buttons and watch as sound effects and music co-ordinate with the on-screen patterns.

The Multifinity Explorer™ is packed with sound effects and music which makes for a truly exciting multi-sensory experience. With a huge range of effects to choose from, the Multifinity Explorer™ also allows you to match the activity to the need, it also acts as a mirror when not in use.

**1500 Unique Patterns**

Watch the video: [www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels](http://www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels)

**Order Code: P822869**

£995.00 + VAT (VAT Relief)
The new Fireworks Extravaganza™ from Rompa® ... Visual, vibrant and fun. A real cracker of a panel all year round!

More than just fireworks - Fireworks could be associated with being loud and overstimulating. However our panel offers a number of different sound effect themes such as water or carnival sounds to create a more appropriate sensory experience.

Five Stunning Visual Effects - Including: Catherine Wheel, Falling Stars, Radiating, Comet and Strobe.

Visuals that relate to sound - A key addition to the Fireworks Extravaganza™ is how sound effects and visual effects are closely linked for easier understanding and more fun! LEDs light up and move like rockets to the centre of the panel with a whistling sound and explode with a bang.

The Fireworks Extravaganza™ has evolved from a very simple panel to a real fun and engaging entertainment centre giving you the flexibility to tailor the activity to different needs and preferences.

2 POPULAR PANELS IN 1!

✓ 5 Fireworks Effects - Catherine Wheel, Radiating, Falling Stars, Strobe, Comet
✓ 5 Sound Effects
✓ 825 Pattern Combinations
✓ 11 Colours, 5 Sound Effects, 3 Speeds

ORDER CODE: P822872 £995.00 +VAT (VAT Relief)
Double the bubbles…
...double the fun with the Double Bubble Bonanza™!

Control the Bubbles like never before - This is one of the most interactive bubble products on the market. Control each chamber’s colours, patterns and bubble flow using accessible large push buttons.


Fun and interactive or peaceful and relaxing - Another key benefit of having a Double Bubble Bonanza™ is its flexibility. It can be a really fun, engaging, social and interactive panel or it can be relaxing with a constant visual effect, slowly fading colours and gentle sounds mimicking rain, waterfalls or babbling brooks.

Bringing people together - Two independent bubble chambers are perfect for co-operative play, turn taking and follow my lead activities.

Watch the video: www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels

2 BUBBLE CHAMBERS IN 1!

✓ 42 Unique Effects
✓ Bubble Control via Buttons
✓ Absorbing / Distracting to Help Calm
✓ Patterns Control Bubbles & Colour

Order Code: P822874
£1295.00 + VAT (VAT Relief)
Work on improving memory, colour recognition, motor skills and more whilst having fun!

The Colour Catch Combo™ panel includes four fun colour based games designed to improve memory, colour recognition and more. Games and activities like memory match, colour snap, colour fill and basic colour match.

Easily adjusted difficulty levels - Make the Colour Catch Combo™ accessible to all levels. This gradeability also allows for development of understanding and prolongs use.

Lose yourself in a fun and engaging activity - With its competitive fill the screen mode, children and adults will enjoy making as much noise as possible to fill the panel with light in this light hearted contest.

- Memory Match
- Colour Snap
- Colour Fill
- Basic Colour Match
- Range of Difficulty Levels

Watch the video: [www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels](http://www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels)

COLOUR CATCH COMBO™

4 GAMES IN 1 PANEL!

Order Code: P822873

£995.00 +VAT (VAT Relief)
The panel has six unique modes and is packed with games, activities, sound effects and music for endless hours of fun and learning. Encourage movement, creativity and composition, listening skills, meaningful activity and an understanding of cause and effect. Enjoy passively or interactively in a targeted way, or simply to allow exploration and choice at the user's own pace.

Features include:

- **Six Modes of operation** - Including Simon Says and Create a Song
- **Different levels of complexity** - Simple and more challenging
- **Ten different sound effects** - Including musical instruments, animal and space sounds
- **Great for** - Colour recognition and matching
- **Microphone mode** - For a sound to light effect to encourage vocalisation

Rewarding, responsive and remarkably versatile! The vibrant illuminated screen and matching interactive floor pad allows you to play games, take part in activities, create music and trigger shows of light and colour.

Watch the video: [www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels](http://www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels)
Encourage learning, exploration of voice, noise and more with this brilliant panel.

**66 UNIQUE PATTERNS!!**

- Bring Sound to Life
- Great for Teaching
- Use Alone or Together
- Fun Fill the Panel competitive mode

Be amazed as sounds are transformed into a dazzling show of light, colour and movement!

Encourage learning and exploration of sound - The Sound to Sight Showtime™ panel responds to both changes in pitch and volume to create an ever changing, fun sensory experience. Watch music or sound effects come to life as you play them through the panel or try different noises either through shouting, clapping or playing an instrument.

Two Microphones for turn-taking or follow my lead activities - Learning to make noise is often about mimicking, using both microphone ports provided the Sound to Sight Showtime™ becomes a valuable tool to develop the understanding of sound and vocals.

Lose yourself in a fun and engaging activity - With its competitive fill the screen mode, children and adults will enjoy making as much noise as possible to fill the panel with light in this light hearted contest.

**SOUND TO SIGHT SHOWTIME™**

Order Code: P822870

£995.00 + VAT (VAT Relief)
Introducing the new Snoezelen® SenStation™, the mobile unit that brings the key elements of a Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Environment to you.

Includes:
- 2 Deluxe Wall Panels* (specify case colour when ordering)
- Waterless Rainbow Tube - 125cm high
- Fibre Optics (100 strands x 2m) and Light Source
- Milky Way Mat and Light Source
- Interactive Aroma Panel
- Projector and Accessories
- Deluxe 8 Colour Wirefree Controller
- Storage cupboard, trays and shelves (approx 150L x 70W x 135cmH)

Cost Effective:
At just £7995 + VAT this product is a fantastic alternative to having a Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Environment when space is at a premium.

360° of Snoezelen® Sensory Activity:
With products on each side, the Snoezelen® SenStation™ provides stimulation for individuals or groups.

Make it your own:
Use the storage provided to personalise the experience by introducing smaller sensory products, favourite items or assessments.

Versatile:
Easy to manoeuvre and can be set up in minutes and plugs into just one outlet.

Order Code: P822888
£7995.00 + VAT (VAT Relief)
Transform any space into a multi-sensory reminiscence area using our innovative, space saving furniture range.

Space is often a premium in care homes and it may not always be possible to provide a dedicated Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Environment and reminiscence room. Rompa® understands the challenge and has created a solution by combining traditional furniture with Snoezelen® multi-sensory products.

**Grandfather Glow Clock** - A modern twist on an old classic, the grandfather clock still works to provide the correct time however the central column is ambiently illuminated to contribute to a relaxing environment.

**Infinity Table** - Safely enclosed lights give the illusion of continuing deep within the spacious table. The LEDs automatically change colour in a gentle cycle to provide soothing mood lighting and to maintain interest.

**Multi-Purpose Television** - All the definition, reliability and quality of a modern TV but with the reassuring and nostalgic appearance of early models. The old-style exterior deceptively houses an up-to-date television.

**Fibre Optic Table** - Large enough to keep necessities to hand with the added benefit of sensory activity. The fibre optic strands can be placed over the user’s lap to provide soothing mood lighting that can be safely held and explored.

**Faux Flame ‘Fireplace’** - Adds character and sensory comfort to rooms that have central or underfloor heating. The mood lit area changes colour slowly to whilst the retro styling is reminiscent of household styles of yesteryear.

**Rocking Chair** - A comfortable and wipe free version of this comfy classic.

For more information see: [www.rompa.com](http://www.rompa.com) or [www.olderadults.co.uk](http://www.olderadults.co.uk)
This ever-popular range is now better than ever.

- Ergonomically designed
- With a higher cushion for additional back support
- Solid foam without a rigid wooden frame
- Multi-sensory, with eye-catching and tactile fabric options
- Contemporary and aesthetically pleasing for a multitude of environments, including homes and waiting areas
- Softer, slimmer and more curvaceous styling
- Supportive without compromising on comfort

ROMPA® Tactile Panels have many uses including:

- Exploration of the textures for enjoyment and not as part of a goal-orientated activity so there is no pressure to achieve
- Tracing lines and visual tracking
- Stimulating conversation and an awareness of preferences, e.g. the different sounds can encourage discussion about musical likes and dislikes, the different fabrics can facilitate an understanding of clothing needs
- Musical or imaginative play - touch the corresponding texture or instrument as it is mentioned in a story
- For orientation - as tactile signposting along corridors for those with visual impairments

Visit www.rompa.com/chatsworth for more information and choices

Visit www.rompa.com/tactile for more information
We also have the introduction of our NEW Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Vehicle.

Delivering Snoezelen® to your doorstep!

If you are holding an event, fundraising for a Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Environment or want to try it out then our Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Vehicle is the answer!

Call 01246 211 777 or email sales@rompa.com

With lots more to come throughout the year make sure you stay informed by following our social media pages using the handle @rompaltd or sign up to our mailing list at www.rompa.com
If you are looking for advice, our friendly and experienced team are on hand to help! Typically we follow a simple process:

1. Advisor Visit
   Our experienced team of advisors will be available to visit you, learn more about your needs and take measurements of the space in question.

2. Design & Quote
   We will create a 3D Design based on the results of the advisor visit and send you an itemised quotation for you to consider.

3. Confirmation
   When you are happy with the design and quotation you can place the order with your account manager. We will arrange for a site survey (if needed) to take final measurements of the room before we make your equipment. Lead time is approximately 6 weeks for installations based on completion of site survey and receipt of all required documents.

4. Completion
   The journey ends with your marvellous new room! Our installers will provide comprehensive onsite training, ensuring you get the best use from your products.

“We would highly recommend Rompa® to other schools and businesses. Workers were very polite, hard working and delivered a very good service.”

Ammanford Nursery School

“We have received is of admiration for the room and its equipment, not solely from the people who use it but from the support workers, families of service users, commissioners, people who come to do training at the service and the people who regulate us, the C.Q.C.”

Richard Burton – Registered Manager – Advent House